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Jacqueline Lichtenberg
Dreamspy

Reviews
You take Asimov’s
“Foundation” trilogy and
you mix in a pinch of
“Star Trek” (the old and
new generations). Then
you add a dose of “The
Force” from “Star Wars”
and inject several elements of Danielle Steele,
and what do you get? .
.Dreamspy.
PressEnterprise Riverside,
CA
Splendid convolutions
set forth with crackling
intensity.
Kirkus
Reviews
. . .action-packed and
romantic novel . . .
breathless pace, sense of humor, and fine extraterrestrial characterizations should continue to draw fans (including those of her
earlier Sime~Gen series). Booklist
Lichtenberg . . . builds intricate and interesting multi-species societies, particularly that of the luren, Publisher’s Weekly
The best of all worlds in science fiction is when an author cleverly builds his own viable universe . . .Such is the case with
these four novels, . . .from talented storytellers of diverse styles.
. . .The best and most passionate storyteller of this group is Jacqueline Lichtenberg, . . . Chicago Tribune
. . .space opera for romance readers . . . Cleveland, OH Plain
Dealer
. . .Dreamspy is a genuinely exciting sf romance/adventure
novel with winning characters and intriguing situations. . .
.owes something to Star Trek, . . . Overall, a very good read.
Locus
Reprint from hardcover
Release Date: April 2004

Trade: U.S.
ISBN: 1932100253
Trim Size: 6 X 9” Pages:

Shelving: Science Fiction, Fantasy, Romance, Vampire

Telepathic Espionage, Vampires who
compel human behavior, a split galaxy
fighting a genetics war, astrogation science
that is secretly half-magic, and a human
from Earth caught in the middle.
Can a human male admit love for a woman
who could enslave his soul -- even if the
fate of Earth depends on it?
•
•

Sales Points
Companion volume, Those of My Blood still
available
Author’s established reputation in vampire/
romance/action genre mix a la Buffy The
Vampire Slayer
Promotion for Jacqueline Lichtenberg
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Appearances across the country
Online chats
Ads in Newsletters and print media
Banner advertising
Radio

